
St Mawes SC – May 2020 Bulltin 

 

A fairly lean bulletin this month and we all hope that sailing will be possible at some time this 

summer. 

Firstly, a reminder of the current position: 

** The Clubhouse remains closed. 

** There is to be no activilty at Stonworks Quay or launching of boats. 

** All racing is cancelled but the calendar will be revised once the lock-down is modified by the 

Government. 

The General Committee will review all club closures as and when we have a directive from the 

appropriate authorities and will let members know as soon as possible. 

** Of local interest: 

Lindsey Thomas and her cousin, Chloe, are currently running a new Roseland Podcast. Chloe does a 

lot of these for work and thought it would be a nice idea whilst everyone was in lockdown to 

produce a podcast all about local people and what they do and feature chats with people from all of 

the local clubs and groups. 

So far we've had Milly Edwards telling us all about the Roseland Gig Club, Suzanna Hext talking about 

her Paralympic training, Simon Rowell talking about his weather forecasting around the world from 

his garden shed, David Hall of Wild Roseland and a couple others. 

This Saturday's episode Chloe is talking to Roger Boyle about JST. 

Hopefully it is something interesting for those locked down to listen to. There are some great guests 

lined up and a VE Day special.  

You can find the Podcast at RoselandPocast.com and it can also be found on all Podcast Apps by 

searching for Roseland Podcast and you can subscribe. 

 

** Do you collect your yearbooks but have one missing? If you would like to fill in the gap we have 

stocks of the following years which will be free if collected from the club (ONCE OPEN ONLY ) or by 

mail for £5.00  plus £1 for each extra one. 

2012, 2013, 2014, 2018, 2019. 

 Orders for delivery by Royal Mail by email only please. 


